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Episode 712, Story 2: “Scottsboro Boys” Stamp 
 
 
Gwen: Our next story investigates a stamp that may have helped halt the execution of nine young 

men. 1931: as the Great Depression worsened, thousands of unemployed hitched rides on trains 

hunting for work. Called hoboing, this was sometimes the only means of transportation and 

housing for the desperately poor. On March 25th on a train bound for Memphis from 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, as the train cut through Alabama, a fight broke out between young 

black and white hobos. A posse of armed deputies stopped the train at the town of paint rock. 

What happened next sparked a decades-long legal struggle for the civil rights of 9 young men 

who would be known as the Scottsboro Boys. Robert Marousky of Scottsboro, Alabama, has a 

tiny object that he thinks is somehow connected to this landmark case.  

 

Robert: I bought this stamp at an outdoor flea market, and the figures in the background really 

intrigued me. 

 

Robert: Hey Gwen. 

 

Gwen: Hi Robert, nice to meet you. 

 

Robert: Nice to meet you. Now the stamp is actually about the Scottsboro Boys’ trial which was a 

landmark civil rights case in the 1930’s. 

 

Gwen: Interesting. I see that it says save the Scottsboro Boys and here are two arms trying to pull 

some bars open. Where did you find this? 
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Robert: I purchased the stamp from an outdoor flea market next to the Jackson County 

courthouse. I just thought it was an interesting stamp. But the gentleman I spoke to seemed to 

think that it might have even been put out by the Communist party. 

 

Gwen: The Communists. Now why did he think that?  

 

Robert: I’m not sure where he got his information. 

 

Gwen: Well tell me exactly what you’d like for me to find out about this stamp, Robert. Robert 

wants to know more about how the stamp was connected to this famous case.  

 

Robert: Well what I’d like to find out is, uh, more about the actual trial itself. And also the initials 

“ILD” on the gentleman’s arm. 

 

Gwen: Robert I’d like to take a closer look at it myself if that’s okay? 

 

Robert: Yeah, that’s fine. 

 

Gwen: The perforations are slightly irregular and it seems to be a handmade wood block. Like a 

lot of political art in the 1930’s. There’s even a way in which “save the Scottsboro Boys” looks like 

it was handwritten, suggesting it was a banner or a placard out on the street. It appears to be a 

so-called Cinderella stamp distributed to promote a cause. My colleague Wes Cowan once 

investigated a similar stamp which read, “pay the bonus.” It had been printed, not by the post 

office, but by the veterans of foreign wars, to protest the Roosevelt government’s refusal to pay 

bonuses to World War One vets. That stamp had no denomination, but this one reads, “one cent.” 
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There are 9 faces behind the bars. And two big strong white arms pulling the bars apart that say 

“ILD”. While I’m in Scottsboro, I’m visiting the courthouse in Jackson County, site of the first of the 

Scottsboro trials. Two white women accused the nine black teenagers of rape on March 25, 1931, 

while riding a freight train as it passed through Jackson County. In April 1931, at the first of the 

four trials, a jury convicted eight of the nine defendants and sentenced them to death. Soon after 

the guilty verdict, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, NAACP, and 

the International Labor Defense, ILD, came to the defense of the Scottsboro Boys. So there we 

have a definition, the acronym ILD stands for International Labor Defense. And here it is, a 

number of entries. The ILD provided financial aid and legal defense for workers who were in 

some crisis. The ILD was founded in Chicago in 1925 by a leader in the American Communist 

Labor party, James P. Cannon. The sedition act had made it a crime to actively oppose US 

involvement in the European conflict of World War One. Many labor activists had been against 

the war. They argued that it mainly served the interests of big business. Prosecutions under the 

sedition act, and other harsh, anti union measures of the period had left many union organizers 

and worker advocates in prison. The ILD represented many such individuals in court. Although 

the ILD’s leadership was closely affiliated with the American Communist party, few of their legal 

clients were party members. But what does this have to do with the Scottsboro case? 

 

When the armed deputies stopped the train that day in Paint Rock, they also found two white 

female hoboes, when they too were threatened with arrest as vagrants, the white women claimed 

to have been raped by the nine black teenagers. That charge drew an angry mob to the jailhouse 

in Scottsboro. And here’s the connection with the ILD. Charles Dirba, a member of the ILD and 

the Communist Party, read about the case and telephoned his friend Lowell Wakefield in 

Birmingham. Wakefield went down to Scottsboro to watch the trial. After the first day, he was 

convinced the nine young men had not received adequate representation. Despite the lack of any 
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incriminating evidence, he was sure they would be convicted. In fact, Dirba says, he was sure 

that the Alabama authorities planned a necktie party for the Negro youths. And it was only the 

intervention of the National Guard that kept there from being a lynching. The convictions came 

down fast. On April 6th Charles Weems, at 19 the oldest of the defendants, and Clarence Norris, 

a sharecropper’s son, were convicted. On April 7th, 18 year old Haywood Patterson was 

convicted. On April 8th, Ozie Powell, Olen Montgomery, Eugene Williams, Andrew Wright, and 

Willie Roberson, were found guilty. All but the youngest were sentenced to death, their execution 

dates set for July 10th, 1931. Within 24 hours of the verdicts, the ILD voted to come to the young 

men’s defense, and to appeal the case. Clearly the ILD understood that this case would be unfair 

to say the least. But it’s not clear from this how the ILD might have used our stamp? Do we in fact 

have a stamp that was printed back then, in the early 1930’s? James miller is chair of the 

American Studies department at George Washington University, and author of “Remembering 

Scottsboro, the legacy of an infamous trial”. Have you seen one like this before? 

 

Jim: I’ve not seen the actual stamp. But I’ve seen images of the stamp when I was doing research 

for my own book on the Scottsboro case.  

 

Gwen: Jim believes the stamp was used to raise funds for the ILD’s legal defense of the 

Scottsboro boys. Why did the ILD and the Communist party get involved in the Scottsboro case? 

After all, these young men weren’t workers.  

 

Jim: Well that’s part of the point. The fact that they were unemployed really was the most 

dramatic way of underscoring their conditions as workers. Let’s place the Scottsboro Boys in a 

kind of historical context. This is a picture taken of them shortly after their arrest on March 31st, 

1931. They are unemployed in a situation where the national unemployment rate hovers around 
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45%. The unemployment rate for African Americans is in 60 to 65%. This is who the Scottsboro 

Boys are.  

 

Gwen: At the time of the arrests, Jim says, the Communist party in the United States was urging 

members to fight racial discrimination and have black and white workers campaign together for 

better labor conditions.  

 

Jim: It was a way of bringing in the issues of race and racism and the issues of the working class 

and much tighter alignment. 

 

Gwen: However, Jim adds, the communist party’s radical political agenda also led to conflict with 

more mainstream black organizations. So where was the NAACP in all of this? 

 

Jim: The NAACP implicitly at least indicated its faith in the ability of American institutions to 

transform and reform themselves. It needed to be certain that the boys were above reproach. So 

they come in later than the ILD does.  

 

Gwen: The ILD appealed directly to the parents of the imprisoned young men, and won their 

allegiance.  

 

Jim: By the end of 1931 it was pretty clear that all the Scottsboro defendants were going to align 

themselves with the ILD. 

 

Gwen: Well Jim you’ve really filled in some pieces for me. Thanks a lot. 
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Jim: Thank you, my pleasure. 

 

Gwen: The Schomburg Library in Harlem, New York, has pulled some of the archives on the 

Scottsboro case, including original letters from the young men. Haywood Patterson, in Kilby 

Prison, in Alabama. Patterson had taught himself to read and write during his first year-and-a-half 

in prison. He’s thanking the ILD organizers for representing them in the courts and also for their 

human connections to each of these Scottsboro boys. Now “I only wish I was more educated so 

that I could express my sincere appreciation to the people in NY for all that they have did for we 

boys while here in prison.” And a letter to Haywood from the national secretary of the ILD, “keep 

your courage up. All over the country and all over the world, negro and white workers and their 

friends have been roused to action.” As I make my way through the files I come across a mention 

of “Scottsboro stamps” in a 1933 memo. It’s about ways to organize mass meetings around the 

Scottsboro case. It is linked with fundraising, just as Jim had suggested. “Literature must be sold 

and Scottsboro stamps must be sold.” The ILD organizers are reaching out to a broad variety of 

groups. “Whenever possible meetings should be held under united front auspices. Approaches 

made to workers organizations, Negro organizations and churches. Our funds will come from the 

hard earned pennies of the black and white workers.” I’m not certain the stamps referred to in this 

memo are the same as Robert’s. I’m scanning and sending an image to an expert in political 

stamps. Meanwhile, I want to show it to a colleague, historian Susan Pennybacker. She’s the 

author of “From Scottsboro to Munich.”  Hi Susan, good to see you again. 

 

Susan: Good to see you. Let’s go to my office. 

 

Gwen: Okay. So here’s the stamp I told you about. Have you ever seen this before?  
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Susan: Look at that. No, I haven’t, but I do recognize the writing on it. “ILD and “the Scottsboro 

Boys”. 

 

Gwen: So this was significant in Europe as well? 

 

Susan: Well it received a lot of international publicity after it broke in 1931.  

 

Gwen: Susan explains that – as its name suggests – the International Labor Defense also sought 

support outside the United States for the legal cases it took up.  

 

Susan: There were global campaigns launched in Latin America, in Asia, even in South Africa in 

Johannesburg. We have a series of stamps here that appeared in red flag which was a 

newspaper of the German defense campaign, not just for Scottsboro but for victims of violence 

and repression in many different kinds of international movements. At the center we see Roy 

Wright, one of the Scottsboro Boys, who’s photographed behind bars but on either side of him are 

two images each of anti-fascist martyrs. People who have been killed in Nazi street fighting in the 

period leading up to 1933. 

 

Gwen: Susan points out that, during the 1930’s, the Scottsboro case and stamps like Robert’s, 

had a significance for some people that extended beyond the fate of these nine young men.  

 

Susan: The stamps really symbolized the idea that to be against Jim Crow should have meant 

being against fascism as well. And being against fascism should have implied being against Jim 

Crow.  
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Gwen: I still haven’t seen any examples of how our stamp might have been used. I’m at the 

Tamiment Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives in New York to meet Ken Lawrence. 

He’s studied the history of the International Labor Defense. I sent you the scan and here is the 

original.  

 

Ken: It appears to be the authentic International Labor Defense assessment stamp, uh, to raise 

money for the defense of the Scottsboro Nine.  

 

Gwen: What is an assessment stamp? 

 

Ken: Here’s a membership book for an International Labor Defense member. And you can see 

here are the spaces for the monthly dues stamps, but there are also spaces for special stamps. 

And so an organizer who would be going around collecting dues each month from the member 

would say to him, we’re all organizing around to free these young men who have been framed up 

in Alabama and give me another penny and put the stamp in your book. That’s why it’s so small, 

so it’ll fit in this space.  

 

Gwen: Oh, I see that! 

 

Ken: See it fits right there.  

 

Gwen: How many of these stamps did the ILD make? 
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Ken: Well one of the stamp catalogs says that two million were printed. At one cent each that 

means they hoped to raise $20,000 by the sale of those stamps. In today’s terms that would be 

the equivalent of about $300,000.  

 

Gwen: How did the ILD use that money?  

 

Ken: Some of it went to legal fees…. 

 

Gwen: He says legal fees were enormous. The cases dragged on for nearly two decades. Twice 

Alabama juries convicted the men, and twice the US Supreme Court intervened, reversing and 

overturning the lower court verdicts. But the Alabama courts would not relent. Following yet 

another round of trials, several of the sentences were changed from death in the electric chair to 

life in prison. The stamps didn’t just raise money to help pay for the ILD defense.  

 

Mr. Lawrence: It also gives them an opportunity for publicity to reach out to other people.  

 

Gwen: What ken shows me next will certainly interest Robert. Well Robert this has been an 

enlightening investigation. I tell Robert his stamp had been issued in the early 1930’s by the 

International Labor Defense, a worker defense group closely linked to the Communist party.  

 

Robert: Oh, okay. But now why the special interest in this case? 

 

Gwen: Well they understood that Scottsboro was such a powerful case of inequality that you 

could have the members keep giving money for it. You could have people be passionate about 

this all over the country. Stamps like Robert’s did more than fundraising. This was a powerful 
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form of public art. The image of defeating injustice helped rally crowds of tens of thousands of 

protesters.  

 

Ken: Here’s an example on a postcard sent by a young American in Moscow to his sweetheart in 

Ohio. And he put one of these Scottsboro stamps on the postcard, so it went through the mail. 

 

Gwen: And the stamp would then be a way of having the letter carrier, other people who might 

not have been members of this organization see that it’s a trial setting and have to think about it. 

 

Ken: Right. 

 

Robert: Wow.  

 

Gwen: Does it seem quite as small as it did before? 

 

Robert: It’s much larger now.  

 

Gwen: This brought together a lot of things that I hadn’t seen were related. 

 

Robert: Oh, I’ve learned a lot. Thank you very much. 

 

Gwen: At first the ILD had cold-shouldered and even attacked liberal groups such as the NAACP. 

But the ILD’s reputation was damaged in 1934. After one of the two women had recanted the 

alleged rape, the ILD tried, but failed, to bribe the second woman to do the same. The following 

year the ILD agreed to work as part of a new Scottsboro defense committee. That coalition of 
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labor and civil rights groups included the NAACP. Roy Wright, Olen Montgomery, Willie 

Roberson, and Eugene Williams were released in 1937 – Charlie Weems wasn’t paroled until 

1943. Clarence Norris and Andy Wright were paroled in 1944, Ozie Powell in ‘46. Haywood 

Patterson escaped from Kilby Prison in 1948. The last surviving Scottsboro defendant Clarence 

Norris was pardoned by George Wallace, the Governor of Alabama in 1976. 


